Week Ten

9 May 2022

FIRST SEMESTER 2022

Dear Friends,

for your writing. And I believe that we

Welcome to week 10th of this semester. all will get there.
I presume that you are busy enough with

Last Sunday was the Good Shepherd

your major essays. However, do not

Sunday when the Church observes the

forget to take some time for a break to

World Day of Prayer for Vocations. Pope

relax and refresh your mind. Let alone

Francis released his message with the

some sorts of entertainment. Having a

theme “Called to Build the Human

walk could be a good idea, especially in

Family”. He reminds religious and

the fresh and beautiful environment

clergy that they are called: to be

which we are blessed to have in

protagonists of the Church’s mission; to

Australia. You may find some new ideas

be guardians of one another and of
creation; to welcome God’s gaze; to
respond to God’s gaze; and to build a
fraternal world. Regardless, numbers of
us are religious people. This is an
important message for all of us that we
should keep in our hearts and put into
practice in daily life.
Lest we forget, people in Ukraine and
other places around the world who are
still facing different sorts of suffering.
We are sure to keep them in our daily
prayer.
Have a great week ahead.
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MAY ZOOM SEMINARS
This Monday on Building the Church we need series;

Professor Massimo Faggioli, prominent
international commentator on Church history
and governance; and our own Dr Cecilia
Francisco-Tan, theologian, specialising in
authority and contemporary pastoral leadership.

Mothers’ Day...
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Scan to register!

REFLECTION

The Journey of Our Faith
Jesus has risen! The news of the

responsibility to continue proclaiming the

resurrection contains the basic and

Risen Lord in our lives.

essential elements of the Christian faith
The figure of Thomas as the disciple who
because the resurrection is an act of God.
refuses to believe in the resurrection of
God responds to Christ's act of love which
Jesus at first is well-known among
is an act of salvation. The resurrection is
Christians. Thomas was sceptical of Jesus'
an 'exodus', a way to enter into glory. With
appearance in his community. However, the
this, Thomas then came to the confession
Risen Jesus leads him with the words that
of faith, “My Lord and my God” (John
are both an important call and a loving
20:28). The risen Lord gives us peace and
invitation to him and even to us as people
healing. His love is everlasting, and His
of faith. Jesus appears to Thomas and says,
Spirit is with us. Therefore we do have a
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“ʻPeace be with youʼ. Then he spoke to

experience challenges us to believe or not

Thomas, ʻPut your finger here; look, here

believe in God. Undeniably, in today's

are my hands. Give me your hand; put it

world, we have became more critical

into my side. Doubt no longer but

human beings but also more vulnerable.

believe.ʼ” The characteristics of Thomas

We have grown more critical but also more

perhaps represent our nature as human

insecure. All of us have the capability to

beings. We do experience doubt in our

choose what kind of lives we want, but

lives in terms of faith. Feeling doubt also

above all, we need to remember that we

is one aspect of our life. It points out that

are called to “doubt no longer but believe”

we are really human, and we are looking

in the risen Jesus.

for evidence of what we believe.
Mariana Maria Terok, SJMJ
In our lives, we encounter and experience
different life situations. Sometimes, our

Have a great week ahead!
Thank you,

Secretary
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